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Introduction: Changes in albedo on seasonal to
diurnal timescales are observed in many dynamical
planetary landforms, notably including recurring slope
lineae (RSL) on Mars [1]. A range of hypotheses have
been proposed to account for these cyclic albedo
changes including seasonal groundwater flow [1-3], dry
avalanching [4], and salt deliquescence/expansion [5-6].
Here, we report on rapid (~5 seconds) albedo changes
resulting from deliquescence of surficial soil salts in
Garwood Valley, McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica.
These albedo changes occur much more quickly than
lab-measured deliquescence reactions (~hours) [7]. The
albedo changes are cyclic (days to hours), but also show
seasonal trends. We describe how time-lapse imaging
and surface meteorological (met) measurements can be
used to constrain phase changes of the surficial soil
salts, and we consider how these observations would be
different for sensors that could only image the site in the
late afternoon (e.g., HiRISE) [8].
Results: We analyze time-lapse images of the
Garwood Ice Cliff for changes in surface albedo for 3
local summer field seasons between 2014 and 2016.
Image acquisition times are correlated to met station
relative humidity (RH) data, after correcting it to
boundary condition soil RH, allowing diurnal cycles to
be resolved clearly (Fig. 1). Salt patch deliquescence
(D) and efflorescence (E) show a clear hysteresis: the
salt patch darkens (D or both D&E) on the rising phase
of RH, stays wetted through the peak, and then turns
bright (E) on the drying phase, typically several RH %
further down the peak. The surface stays dry through

minimum daily RH and then darkens again during the
rising RH period. It is notable that wetted surfaces are
completely absent by afternoon, but that they persist
extensively through night. Deliquesced (wet) conditions
dominate above soil RH = 60%, providing constraints
on salt type and/or salt mixtures present at the site.
This work highlights the importance of high
temporal-cadence observations in interpreting dynamic
planetary landforms like RSL. Orbital observations of
this site locked in an afternoon orbit would not detect
albedo change driven by brine formation.
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Fig. 2. Frequency of deliquescence (wet) and efflorescence
(dry) events in RH space.

Fig. 1. Boundary layer relative humidity during January 2015. Color shows salt patch surface state. Note diurnal and seasonal trends.

